Phentermine and topiramate for the management of obesity: a review
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Abstract: Obesity is now a major public health concern worldwide with increasing prevalence and a growing list of comorbidities and complications. The morbidity, mortality and reduced productivity associated with obesity and its complications result in a major burden to healthcare costs. Obesity is a complex chronic medical syndrome often with multiple different etiologic factors in individual patients. The long term successful management of obesity remains particularly challenging and invariably requires a multifaceted approach including lifestyle and behavioral modification, increased physical activity, and adjunctive pharmacotherapy. Bariatric surgery remains a last resort though at present it has the best results for achieving sustained robust weight loss. Obesity pharmacotherapy has been very limited in its role for long term obesity management because of the past history of several failed agents as well as the fact that presently available agents are few, and generally utilized as monotherapy. The recent FDA approval of the fixed drug combination of phentermine and extended release topiramate (topiramate-ER) (trade name Qsymia™) marks the first FDA approved combination pharmacotherapeutic agent for obesity since the Phen-Fen combination of the 1990s. This review details the history and clinical trial basis for the use of both phentermine and topiramate in obesity therapeutics as well as the results of clinical trials of their combination for obesity treatment in humans. The initial clinical approval trials offer evidence that this fixed drug combination offers synergistic potential for effective, robust and sustained weight loss with mean weight loss of at least 10% of baseline achieved and sustained for up to 2 years in over 50% of subjects treated. It is anticipated that this agent will be the first in a new trend of multi-agent combination therapy for the chronic adjunctive management of obesity.
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Introduction

Obesity is a highly prevalent, complex condition that now appears to best fit the chronic disease model well known to apply to other clinical conditions like type 2 diabetes and essential hypertension.¹⁻⁵

There is also evidence that obesity is now becoming a global pandemic that requires the serious attention of clinicians all over the world.¹⁻⁴

Obesity has a complicated, often multifactorial etiology that often makes its effective management difficult.⁶⁻⁷ A multifaceted approach that often requires lifestyle modification, dietary alterations, changes in physical activity patterns, as well as pharmacotherapy and/or surgery is often required to achieve sustained weight management in patients with obesity.⁶⁻⁷ Obesity effects all age strata from pediatrics through geriatrics⁸⁻¹³ and virtually all demographic strata.²⁻³
It is now well established that obesity is often complicated by and/or associated with myriad comorbidities and the effective management of obesity is often integral to the effective, sustained management of these comorbidities.6,14,15 Effective obesity management thus goes beyond mere improvement in weight but also needs to demonstrate improvement in associated comorbidities and complications of which hypertension, diabetes (or prediabetes with insulin resistance), dyslipidemia, Obstructive sleep apnea syndrome (OSAS) and nonalcoholic steatohepatitis are the most prominent.7,15–17

The place of pharmacotherapy in the management of obesity is a long and checkered one.18–22 As obesity is a chronic medical problem it is not surprising that the long term success of monotherapeutic pharmaceutical interventions has been somewhat limited.18,19,21,23 As found in other chronic disease models, the need for combination pharmacotherapy in achieving more robust and sustained weight loss in complicated obesity is now being more appreciated.6,20,24,25

Given the established trends and patterns of patient compliance as well as the pressures some medical insurance plans place on patients as regards number of actual prescriptions (not actual medications) that they cover, the place of fixed drug combinations as a management strategy for chronic medical conditions is steadily growing in prominence.26–31 The potential increased expense of mounting copays required for individual prescriptions can also be somewhat obviated by such fixed drug combinations. Obesity pharmacotherapy is new to using fixed drug combinations but promises significant potential.32,33 While the number of available molecular targets for obesity pharmacotherapy increase as well as the number of potential injectable adjuncts for obesity and its comorbidities,6,17,18,20,34 the number of oral agents available for potential fixed drug combinations is significantly more limited. Table 1 details the major oral agent options currently available as well as some that recently became unavailable for clinical use.

### Table 1 Oral agents for potential combination therapy in obesity management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Medication class</th>
<th>Mode of action for weight management</th>
<th>Side effects/safety profile concerns</th>
<th>FDA approval status</th>
<th>Combinatorial trials</th>
<th>Typical net weight loss (kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orlistat</td>
<td>Lipase inhibitor</td>
<td>Reducing bowel based fat absorption</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>Approved for obesity rx, available OTC</td>
<td>With Sibutramine, metformin and phentermine</td>
<td>−2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibutramine</td>
<td>B-phenethylamine</td>
<td>Appetite suppressant and increased energy expenditure</td>
<td>++++</td>
<td>Pulled from the US market; 2010</td>
<td>With orlistat</td>
<td>−3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phentermine</td>
<td>Sympathomimetic</td>
<td>Appetite suppressant</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>Approved for short term obesity rx</td>
<td>With orlistat and topiramate</td>
<td>−4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diethylpropion</td>
<td>Sympathomimetic</td>
<td>Appetite suppressant</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>Approved for short term obesity rx</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzphetamine</td>
<td>Sympathomimetic</td>
<td>Appetite suppressant</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>Approved for short term obesity rx</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phendimetrazine</td>
<td>Sympathomimetic</td>
<td>Appetite suppressant</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>Approved for short term obesity rx</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naltrexone</td>
<td>Partial opioid antagonist</td>
<td>? altered satiety perception</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>Approved for short term obesity rx</td>
<td>With orlistat and topiramate</td>
<td>−2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buproprion</td>
<td>Antidepressant</td>
<td>? altered satiety perception</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>Approved for smoking cessation</td>
<td>With naltrexone and zonisamide</td>
<td>−3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rimonabant</td>
<td>Cannabinoid antagonist</td>
<td>? altered satiety perception</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>Pulled from the market in Europe; 2007</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topiramate</td>
<td>Antiepileptic</td>
<td>? appetite suppressant; altered satiety perception</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>Approved for epilepsy and migraine rx</td>
<td>With phentermine and rimonabant</td>
<td>−2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zonisamide</td>
<td>Antiepileptic</td>
<td>? appetite suppressant; altered satiety perception</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>Approved for epilepsy rx</td>
<td>With bupropion</td>
<td>−7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metformin</td>
<td>Biguanide antidiabetic</td>
<td>Unclear? Mild anorexiant</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Approved for diabetes and PCOS rx</td>
<td>With orlistat and rimonabant</td>
<td>−2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorcaserin</td>
<td>Sympathomimetic</td>
<td>Appetite suppressant; serotonin 2c agonist</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>Approved for monotherapy of obesity</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** OTC, over-the-counter; PCOS, polycystic ovary syndrome.
A central premise for the role of combination therapy in the management of obesity is the potential of synergism between the component medications resulting in weight loss that exceeds the weight loss associated with the component medications.24,26,33 Another important premise underlying development of combination therapy for obesity management is the potential to utilize lower doses of the component medications whilst retaining comparable additive and/or synergistic effect and minimizing adverse reactions.

While the two prime examples of combination pharmacotherapy for obesity are no longer available for clinical prescription because of long term safety concerns, the combinations of ephedrine and caffeine as well as of phentermine and fenfluramine did provide important historical examples of the clinical potential of combination therapy in long term obesity management.35-40 Currently there are two fixed drug combination formulations either approved or undergoing review for potential approval for the chronic pharmaceutical adjunctive management of obesity. Orexigen Therapeutics (La Jolla, CA, USA) holds the patent and license for a fixed drug combination of sustained release naltrexone and sustained release bupropion that is in review by the FDA (pending the results of ongoing cardiovascular safety studies) for clinical use in the management of obesity.41-44 This combination medication is presently known by the trade name of Contrave® by Vivus (Mountain View, CA, USA) patented and licensed the fixed drug combination of phentermine and an extended release formulation of topiramate which will be discussed in more detail later in this review and was recently FDA approved for marketing under the trade name Qsymia (previously known as Qnexa).45-47

Drug overview of phentermine
Phentermine (Adipex-P®, Teva Pharmaceuticals, Philadelphia, PA, USA), initially FDA approved in 1959,48,49 is the most commonly prescribed medication for the management of obesity in the United States.50-52 It is known by a host of other names worldwide including Suprenza™ (Alpex Pharma, SA, Lugano, Switzerland), Ionamin (UCB Inc., Smyrna, GA, USA), Duromine (3M Pharmaceuticals, Thornleigh, NSW, Australia), Obephe, Obermine, Phentrol, Phenterex (Phenterex, Penfield, NY, USA), Phentomin and Obenix among others. It is indicated for the short-term adjunctive therapy in patients with an initial body mass index (BMI) ≥30 kg/m² or ≥27 kg/m² with other obesity associated risk factors (eg, controlled hypertension, diabetes, dyslipidemia).53-55 This agent is a sympathomimetic amine pharmacologically related to amphetamine which acts centrally as an appetite suppressant.53-55 Because of this relationship with amphetamine, it was determined to have the potential for abuse and designated as a Schedule IV controlled substance.53-55

Phentermine is administered orally as a tablet or capsule one to two times daily.53-55 It is available as a 37.5 mg tablet and a 15,30, and 37.5 mg capsule.53-55 The recommended dosing schedule is 15-37.5 mg daily administered before breakfast or 1 to 2 hours after breakfast daily.53-55 For some patients, it is more beneficial to prescribe one-half tablet two times daily but caution should be exercised when administering this medication too late in the evening due to the risk of insomnia.53-55 In general, dosing should be individualized so that the lowest dose may be used while achieving the desired weight loss outcome.

The most common side effects experienced include dry mouth and insomnia.50-52 According to the package insert, phentermine therapy is associated with cardiovascular complications including primary pulmonary hypertension +/- regurgitant cardiovascular disease, palpitations, tachycardia, increased blood pressure, and ischemic events.55,56 Therefore, it is contraindicated for use in patients with a history of cardiovascular disease, including uncontrolled hypertension. However, data suggest that phentermine may not be associated with serious adverse events and that use may actually cause blood pressure lowering associated with the resultant weight loss.52,50-52,57,58 The cardiac side effects noted are consistent with this class of medications even if they haven’t been specifically identified with phentermine monotherapy. Other contraindications for phentermine therapy include use with monoamine oxidase inhibitors, hyperthyroidism, glaucoma, agitation states, pregnancy, and use in patients with known history of drug abuse.53

The potential for abuse with phentermine is a major concern among providers which may preclude prescribing this agent for weight loss. The validity of this concern has been investigated in a recently published study.50,51 The primary goal of this study was to evaluate the addiction potential of long-term phentermine therapy (defined as >90 days) through the use of psychometric scales designed to assess for typical withdrawal symptoms. Each of the patients evaluated was being treated with phentermine and stopped therapy on their own. None of these patients exhibited cravings for phentermine or typical withdrawal symptoms that would be expected in a patient abruptly stopping therapy with an amphetamine related medication. Based on this information, it could be concluded that this agent probably has a very low potential for actual physical/physiologic
dependency. However, this may not necessarily be the case for a patient treated with phentermine for long term therapy (>1 year, for example). Also, this may not be the case for a patient with a history of dependency issues so caution and appropriate clinical judgment is still warranted.

Clinical trials of phentermine use in the pharmacotherapy of obesity

Most of the Clinical research studies on phentermine use for obesity management were relatively short duration, involving small cohorts and completed between the 1960s and 80s. According to a pooled analysis of several placebo-controlled randomized controlled trials lasting 2 to 24 weeks, patients that were treated with phentermine had a 3.6 kg greater weight loss when compared to the placebo group. The authors of this analysis determined that the addition of phentermine to lifestyle modifications did result in a statistically significant increase in weight loss. One of the longest studies conducted using phentermine was published in 1968. One-hundred-eighty obese women were randomly assigned to receive placebo, continuous phentermine daily, or intermittent phentermine (4 weeks on therapy and 4 weeks off of therapy) for 36 weeks. All of these patients were instructed to follow an ~1000 calorie/day diet but were not provided any further counseling regarding lifestyle modifications. Sixty-four patients completed the trial with a mean weight loss of 10.5 pounds (4.8 kg) for the placebo group, 27 pounds (12.2 kg) for the continuous phentermine group, and 28.7 pounds (13 kg) for the intermittent phentermine group. These results demonstrated that intermittent therapy may be as effective as daily phentermine therapy. Of note, the patients receiving intermittent therapy experienced some weight regain or lost weight more slowly during the 4 weeks on placebo. Weight loss recurred when the phentermine was restarted indicating that the drug is really only effective during the time that it is being taken.

Phentermine has a long history of effectiveness for weight loss, albeit with a clinically modest effect. The clinical response to phentermine as with virtually all obesity pharmaceuticals can be quite variable ranging from very modest to profound with associated salutary effects on obesity associated comorbidities including blood pressure, glycemic and lipid profiles. A persistent challenge continues to be correctly identifying initially those patients who will respond best to this medication as an adjunctive intervention in their chronic weight management. Also, in spite of the presumed risks, the data shows that it is generally well tolerated with relatively minor symptoms associated with its use even in the longterm. Unfortunately, this medication is still only FDA approved for short term use and obesity is a chronic condition requiring long-term management. Because of this, it is not a surprise that phentermine is commonly prescribed clinically for longer than the 12 weeks recommended in its package insert. It is recommended that such patients though be closely monitored for the development of potential side effects (particularly elevated blood pressure and tachyarrhythmias) while on therapy. Patients should also be counseled regarding the appropriate timing of the phentermine dose since the potential for insomnia is greater if the dose is taken too late in the day. Despite some of the potential issues with this medication however, phentermine remains the most commonly prescribed anti-obesity agent in the United States and much of the world and has remained so for several decades.

Drug overview of topiramate

Topiramate (Topamax®, Janssen Pharmaceuticals, Inc, Titusville, NJ, USA) has a long and checkered history in clinical therapeutics. Topiramate is a sulfamate-substituted monosaccharide marketed since 1996, and initially approved by the FDA for management of seizure disorders. It was first investigated as an antidiabetic medication; as a fructose-1,6-diphosphate analog (sulfamate-substituted monosaccharide) that inhibits fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase and thus inhibit gluconeogenesis. It was eventually marketed for its Na+ and Ca2+ channel blocking activity which is typical of antiepileptic drugs. Studies have also shown that topiramate causes a smaller increase in extracellular dopamine rise after administration of nicotine or cocaine in rats, as well as lowering extracellular levels of glutamate and aspartate in seizure-prone rats, perhaps by its inhibition of exocytosis, in a dose-dependent manner. Efficacy in treating migraines was found incidentally during clinical trials for epilepsy and it was subsequently approved for prophylactic treatment and prevention of migraine headaches as well. The likely mechanism for this observed effect is inhibition of 2 subtypes of glutamate receptors as well as voltage-gated Ca2+ channels, with a small effective range of doses, 50–100 mg/day.

As its usefulness in migraine prophylaxis was discovered incidentally, so was topiramate found to have potential as a weight loss medication during its trials as an antiepileptic drug published in 2002 and 2003, and then later was found to have diabetes-fighting qualities independent of the amount of weight that patients lost. This may be in part from sensitization of previously insulin-desensitized adipocytes, skeletal muscle, and pancreatic B-cells.

Topiramate was also found to have effects on neuropeptide-Y as well as its Y1 and Y5 receptors, corticotrophin-releasing...
hormone and type-II glucocorticoid receptors in rats in whom its weight loss characteristics were being examined.62,63

Table 2 details some of the observed, reported and putative modes of action of topiramate based on in vitro, as well as in vivo animal based trials. The product development profile of topiramate has included forays into its potential as an antidiabetic, and antiepileptic, a neuroprotective agent and a migraine prophylactic amongst others.

Several of the adverse effects of topiramate may be related to its inhibitory effect of carbonic anhydrase.65,66 Paresthesias of the distal extremities and periorbital are a potential side effect as they are with other drugs with carbonic anhydrase inhibiting activity, and may possibly be relieved by potassium supplementation. In addition to paresthesias, the carbonic anhydrase inhibitor activity of topiramate can contribute to a metabolic acidosis and type 3 renal tubular acidosis.62,64–66 However in the metabolic acidosis, plasma bicarbonate levels are seldom less than 18 mM. The acidosis can usually be resolved by reducing the dose of topiramate and administration of sodium bicarbonate if needed. Nephrolithiasis is also more common among patients taking topiramate and the incidence can be decreased with potassium citrate supplementation.62–64

Central nervous system side effects including cognitive decline, memory deficits, dizziness, word finding difficulty etc are usually the major consideration and limitation to maximizing the dose of topiramate that patients can tolerate.7,19,61–64 One study did find that patients were more tolerant of these side effects when rivastigmine, a cholinesterase inhibitor was added to the treatment regimen.64–66

Oligo- or hypohidrosis which is the decreased ability to cool the body by sweating is thought to also occur due to carbonic anhydrase inhibitory activity or by inhibition of aquaporin 5 in sweat glands.64–66

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receptor/substrate</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Distribution of activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Gamma aminobutyric acid receptor (α-1 subunit)</td>
<td>Agonist</td>
<td>Central</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Sodium ion channel (α-1 subunit)</td>
<td>Antagonist</td>
<td>Central and peripheral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Carbonic anhydrase 2 and 4</td>
<td>Inhibitor</td>
<td>Systemic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Glutamate ionotropic kainate type I</td>
<td>Antagonist</td>
<td>Central</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Cytochrome P450 2C19</td>
<td>Inhibitor</td>
<td>Systemic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Cytochrome P450 3A4</td>
<td>Inducer</td>
<td>Systemic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Calcium α-1 subtype cellular channel</td>
<td>Antagonist</td>
<td>Central and peripheral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. ATP activated anion channel (CFTR)</td>
<td>Antagonist</td>
<td>Systemic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: ATP, adenosine triphosphate; CFTR, cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator.

Vision disturbances including diplopia, blurred vision, myopia, as well as the more severe acute myopia and secondary angle-closure glaucoma have been reported.64–66 There are other side effects that are included in the package insert and mentioned in associated clinical trial and these tend to be dose-dependent including the neurologic symptoms of dizziness, ataxia, and tremor, the gastrointestinal related symptoms of abdominal pain, constipation, adverse taste and dry mouth and some psychiatric problems such as nervousness, depression, anorexia, agitation, and mood problems.64–69

Use in special populations

Topiramate use in children older than 2-years is well-established in the treatment of epilepsy and usually well tolerated, although there is a higher incidence of metabolic acidosis in younger patients.10,64 Topiramate has been shown to be teratogenic in animal studies.70 In humans there is an increased risk of oral clefts, and because of this the medication has a category D designation and should absolutely not be used in pregnant women. In addition, use of the medication in women of reproductive age should be done with adequate counseling of the patient and appropriate effective contraception The effects of metabolic acidosis may be more dire in pregnant women and may cause harm to the patient or result in fetal death.70 While there is little information detailing the degree of topiramate elaboration in human breast milk of lactating women taking the medication, caution is generally advised as regards continuing or commencing lactation whilst taking the medication as the potential risk to the breast fed infant in such scenarios is unknown.

Clinical trials of topiramate use in the pharmacotherapy of obesity

Weight loss was noted as a side effect as topiramate was being investigated for other uses such as migraine prevention, seizures and bipolar disorder. In Storey et al’s paper, 40 patients with migraine were randomized to placebo or topiramate in a double blind study and titrated up to 200 mg or the largest tolerated dose. They found that topiramate was generally well tolerated and decreased mean migraine activity significantly, but also noted as adverse events weight loss (53% of the topiramate group versus 29% of the placebo group) as well as altered taste; dysguesia (37% of the topiramate group versus 0% of the placebo group) and anorexia (21% of the topiramate group versus 5% of the placebo group).67
In 1999, Chengappa et al added topiramate to the medical treatment of 18 patients with bipolar I and schizoaffective disorder – bipolar type. All of the patients in their study eventually lost weight at an average of 9.4 lbs (4.08 kg) over the 5 weeks study period. Patients in this study who were noted to have higher BMIs at the study start had slightly more weight loss than their thinner counterparts. They also noted that three of five patients with diabetes achieved “good glycemic control” without altering any of their current diabetes medications.

In 2003, Ben-Menachem et al published the first prospective study of the weight loss effects of topiramate as well as investigating the major predictors of weight loss. It was a small study – 49 patients were enrolled and 38 completed one year of treatment. Topiramate was added to all the patients’ current regimen of AEDs and titrated up as side effects allowed. The mean dose was 81 mg/day after 3 months and 129 mg/day after 12 months. They found that obese patients lost a higher percentage of body weight than did their normal or overweight counterparts. They also continued to lose weight at almost the same rate throughout the study when thinner patients’ weight loss declined after the first 3 months. Calories consumed were noted to decrease in the beginning of topiramate use, but by 1 year patients were eating almost the same amount of calories as they had in pre-treatment. In general, fat composed a greater portion of the weight loss than lean mass when body composition was measured. Ultimately they found that while caloric intake correlated with weight loss with most patients at the 3 month mark, as the study progressed initial BMI was more strongly correlated with weight loss.

Johnson and Johnson (New Brunswick, NJ, USA) sponsored a series of large randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trials that were ultimately cut short (2002) in order for the company to focus on production of a controlled release formulation. All of these trials included in all groups, enrollment in the “Pathways to Change”, a standardized behavioral modification and weight management program.

One of these studies by Tonstad et al looked at treatment of obese patients (BMI 27–50) with hypertension (stage I-II). 574 patients were initially enrolled, but because of the truncated nature of the study, 158 were analyzed as the “intended 52-week treatment phase.” There was no significant improvement in blood lipids.

A randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, dose-ranging trial was conducted by Bray et al and reported in 2003. This trial was able to run through the entire planned 6 months and 248 patients of 385 randomized patients completed the trial. Dosing of topiramate was 64, 96, 192, or 384 mg/day. Patients had BMIs of 30–50 kg/m². BMIs of 27–30 were also allowed if the patients had well controlled comorbidities of hypertension or hyperlipidemia. Results showed that all the topiramate groups showed an increased amount of weight loss and all were significant when compared to placebo. However, the 384 mg/day group did not show more weight loss than the 192 mg/day group.

Blood pressures were also monitored in this trial at each treatment visit, and significant decreases were found in all treatment groups versus placebo. The greatest change in systolic pressure was in the 192 mg/day group and the greatest change in diastolic pressure was in the 96 mg/day group. The report mentioned four cases of patients who had serious adverse effects that were felt to be related to the topiramate: one case of Nephrolithiasis, one patient who developed elevated liver enzymes, one patient who had a motor vehicle accident with resulting injury (and was probably unrelated to the medication use), and one woman who developed severe hyperchloremic acidosis. In this last case, the woman’s bicarbonate rose and chloride level fell to near pre-treatment levels after being off topiramate for 2 weeks.

In response to the paper by Bray et al, Wilding et al began a randomized double-blind placebo-controlled trial that was planned to run for 2 years and would document safety in an obese population at topiramate doses of 96, 192, or 256 mg/day. This study too was cut short to one year when Johnson and Johnson discontinued trials in order to pursue development of a timed-release version. This was one of the larger studies with a safety population of 1282 patients and a modified intent to treat population of 854. Again, all of the treatment groups showed significant weight loss compared with placebo as well as significant increase in those who lost > 5% and > 10% of their baseline body weight. Weight loss was noted to continue throughout the entire year of the study. This study supported the findings from the earlier Bray et al study, including that there was not a great deal of weight loss seen by increasing the dose of topiramate to greater than 192 mg/day. Impaired glucose tolerance was normal by 60 weeks in 50% in the treated group versus 40% in the placebo group. There was no significant improvement in blood lipids.

In the safety analysis of the Wilding et al study cohort, 6% of patients in the placebo group compared to 15, 25,
and 24% in the 96-, 192-, and 256 mg/day groups required dose reductions in order to cope with adverse events of the drug/placebo. Nine percent of the placebo group compared to 11% of the active treatment group reported serious adverse events including four patients with suicidal ideation and two self-reported suicide attempts in the treatment arm. Five of the six cases resolved with cessation of topiramate and one patient continued to have depressed mood after stopping the drug.

Overview of combination therapy of phentermine and topiramate

Vivus (Mountain View, CA, USA) have spearheaded the clinical development of a combination of phentermine and topiramate for the clinical management of obesity.\textsuperscript{74–79} Initially called Qnexa this proprietary fixed drug combination which obtained FDA approval for use in the clinical management of obesity in July 2012 now bears the proprietary name Qsymia.\textsuperscript{74–79} This preparation is a once daily combination of extended release topiramate (topiramate ER) and phentermine. Unlike regular topiramate which has a half-life of 19–23 hours, the extended release form has a half-life of greater than 24 hours with a significantly slower onset of action and longer time to establishment of steady state compared to regular topiramate.\textsuperscript{70,80} This formulation is suggested to thus have a longer duration of action and better tolerability profile compared to regular topiramate. The combination of topiramate and phentermine has been approved by the FDA for use along with reduced dietary caloric intake for the management of obese subjects or overweight subjects with at least one weight related comorbidity.\textsuperscript{74–79} At present there are four different fixed drug combinations of this agent; a starting dose of 3.75/23 mg (phentermine/topiramate ER), a recommended dose of 7.5/46 mg, a titration dose of 11.25/69 mg and a maximum dose of 15/92 mg.\textsuperscript{76,80} The product has been approved with a Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy (REMS) initiative aimed at educating prescribers, and female patients particularly, regarding the potential risks of development of orofacial clefts if patient are exposed to the medication during the first trimester of pregnancy.\textsuperscript{76,80} This risk is entirely due to the topiramate component of the combination and so the medication is absolutely contraindicated for use in pregnancy.\textsuperscript{76,80} While already approved for use by the FDA within the United States for adjunctive management of obesity, its approval for use in the European union and Asia is still pending. Furthermore there remains an intent to perform further studies to obtain additional therapeutic indications for its use as an adjunctive antidiabetic, for management of obstructive sleep apnea and for potential use in pediatric obesity.\textsuperscript{74–77,80} Other studies still in the early stages of development and execution include studies of the medications use in various stages of renal compromise and a definitive events powered clinical trial to assess its impact on the prospective development of major adverse cardiovascular disease among those with confirmed baseline atherosclerotic vascular disease (that is a secondary cardiovascular prevention trial).\textsuperscript{74–77,80}

Preliminary phase 1 trials using these formulations in small cohorts of subjects with varying degrees of renal and hepatic compromise helped establish the now recommended dosing schedule.\textsuperscript{80}

Clinical trials of the combination of phentermine and topiramate in the pharmacotherapy of obesity

There are five major clinical trials of note that were instrumental in the ultimate FDA approval of Qsymia; EQUIP, EQUATE, CONQUER, SEQUEL and FORTRESS (Fetal Outcome Retrospective TopiRamate ExpoSure Study).\textsuperscript{45–47,81–83} The following paragraphs discuss the major findings from these studies while Table 3 details the major features of these studies.

EQUIP; This was a randomized, double blind placebo controlled Phase III trial designed to evaluate the effect of Qsymia on weight loss in conjunction with recommended 500 kcal/day deficit in obese subjects with BMIs of ≥35 over a 1 year period.\textsuperscript{47} The trial involved two treatment arms of 3.75/23 mg and 15/92 mg dosing in addition to a placebo arm and lasted for 56 weeks. The study primary end points were % weight loss from baseline and % of study participants achieving at least 5% weight loss from baseline.\textsuperscript{47} The intent to treat, last observation carried forward analysis showed that for the 15/92 mg dose, 67% of study participants achieved at least a 5% weight loss while 47% achieved at least a 10% weight loss from baseline (compared to 45% and 19% respectively in the 3.75/23 mg dosage group). These findings became even more impressive with “completers only” analyses. The mean weight loss for the maximum dose in the cohort was −14.4% (compared to −6.5% in the 3.75/23 mg dosage group). Further analyses of other cardiometabolic surrogates including blood pressure, lipid profiles and fasting glucose showed no statistically significant benefits though the trends observed suggested minimal improvements.\textsuperscript{47} Beyond weight loss however the treatment groups of the cohort also demonstrated significant improvements in waist circumference measures suggesting possible diminution in visceral fat depots.
CONQUER; This was another randomized double blind placebo controlled Phase III trial designed to evaluate degree of weight loss over a 56 week period in subjects who were either obese at baseline or overweight with significant associated comorbidities and a recommended 500 kcal/day deficit.\textsuperscript{45} The treatment arms involved in the trial included a 7.5/46 and a 15/92 mg arm. The primary end points of the study were similar to those of the EQUIP trial and the intent to treat, last observation carried forward findings showed that while the 7.5/46 mg dose arm was associated with 62% of subjects achieving at least 5% weight loss from baseline and 37% achieving at least 10% weight loss, the 15/92 mg dose was associated with 70% of participants achieving at least 5% weight loss from baseline while 48% achieved at least 10% weight loss. The findings again significantly improved with “completers only” analyses. The mean weight loss for the maximum dose group in the cohort was -12.4% and -9.6% for the 7.5/46 mg dose arm.\textsuperscript{45} As with EQUIP, none of the cardiometabolic surrogates measured other than waist circumference showed statistically significant improvements though the observed trends suggested minimal benefits.

EQUATE; This was another randomized double blind placebo controlled Phase III trial over a 28 week period which confirmed the superiority of the phentermine/topiramate combination to the individual components alone.\textsuperscript{81,82} As with other clinical trials subjects were recommended to implement a 500 kcal/day deficit diet during the study period and the treatment arms were 7.5/46 mg and 15/92 mg of the combination as well as 7.5 mg and 15 mg alone or phentermine, 46 and 92 mg alone of topiramate and a placebo arm. The mean weight loss achieved for the maximum dose combination was -9.21% compared to 6.06% in the max dose phentermine alone and 6.44% in the max dose topiramate alone groups and these findings were statistically significant. The 7.5/46 mg group was associated with -8.46% weight loss from baseline. In addition, -38.8% of the 7.5/46 mg group and -40.8% of subjects in the maximum dose combination group achieved at least 10% weight loss. An additional benefit of improvement in glycemic profiles was also reported.

SEQUEL; This was the 2 year extension study of the study completers from the CONQUER study cohort. The study design was essentially similar as were the treatment arms and this study demonstrated the durability of the findings from the CONQUER study over a 2 year period.\textsuperscript{46} The mean weight loss observed over the 2 year period in the maximum dose group was -10.5% and -9.3% in the 7.5/46 mg group while the % of the cohort able to achieve at least 5% weight loss was 79.3% in the maximum dose group and 75.2% in the 7.5/46 mg group. Those percentage of patients achieving at least 10% weight loss in the maximum dose group was 53.9% and 50.3% in the 7.5/46 mg group.\textsuperscript{46} All these were statistically significantly better than the placebo treatment group. In addition this clinical trial demonstrated a 76% reduction in new onset type 2 diabetes in the maximum dose treatment group.

FORTRESS; This was a retrospective study to evaluate and quantify the potential risk of teratogenicity associated with exposure to the phentermine/topiramate combination during pregnancy in humans.\textsuperscript{83} To estimate the relative

### Table 3 Clinical approval trials for Qsymia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial name</th>
<th>Number of patients</th>
<th>Study population</th>
<th>Medication treatment arms</th>
<th>Study duration</th>
<th>Mean % weight loss from baseline (in maximum dose group)</th>
<th>% of subjects with at least 5% weight loss (in maximum dose group)</th>
<th>% of subjects with at least 10% weight loss (in maximum dose group)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EQUIP\textsuperscript{47}</td>
<td>1267</td>
<td>BMI ≥ 35</td>
<td>3.75/23 mg and 15/92 mg</td>
<td>56 weeks</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQUIT\textsuperscript{81,82}</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>Non diabetic, BMI ≥ 35</td>
<td>7.5/46 mg 15/96 mg and 7.5 and 15 mg alone of phentermine as well as 46 and 92 mg alone of topiramate</td>
<td>28 weeks</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONQUER\textsuperscript{45}</td>
<td>2487</td>
<td>BMI ≥ 27 and ≤45 ± clinical comorbidities</td>
<td>7.5/46 mg and 15/92 mg</td>
<td>56 weeks</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEQUEL\textsuperscript{46}</td>
<td>676</td>
<td>Same as CONQUER</td>
<td>Same as CONQUER</td>
<td>2 yrs</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>79.3</td>
<td>53.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORTRESS\textsuperscript{83}</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** \textsuperscript{46} Retrospective case control comparison study of pregnancy related teratogenic risk potential.
Generally the adverse reactions noted in the product insert recommends starting with two prescriptions; a 14 day prescription of the 3.75/23 mg dose for initiation followed by the maintenance dose of 7.5/46 mg daily with a recommended follow up in 2–8 weeks. After 12 weeks on the maintenance dose based on clinical response a decision can be made as to the need for further dose titration. If at this time less than 3% weight loss from baseline is achieved, dose escalation is recommended. The dose escalation is again suggested to be a two prescription process with a 14 day prescription of the titration dose of 11.25/69 mg followed by the maximum dose of 15/92 mg to be continued thereafter for at least 12 weeks. It is suggested that if after 12 weeks of therapy at the maximal dose the weight loss achieved remains less than 5% of baseline the medication should be discontinued. The stepwise approach to dosing and dose escalation is designed to optimize clinical response while keeping adverse events to the minimum.

The observed side effects from the various certification clinical trials of Qsymia are as would be anticipated based on the individual component medications in the combination. While the list of potential side effects associated with use of the combination medication is extensive as indicated within the product insert, the most common and important side effects observed (seen in ≥5% of study participants who took the medication and observed at least 1.5x more than in the placebo treatment arms) were paraesthesiae, dizziness, dysguesia, insomnia, constipation and dry mouth. Generally the adverse reactions observed were dose related, and were usually observed soon after initiation of therapy and/or dose escalation and were mild to moderate in severity. The majority of them resolved spontaneously without resolution and did not spur stopping the medication. Every potential side effect identified with the individual component medications have been described and noted with the combination preparation and special attention needs to be paid to potential teratogenicity, potential for acute closed angle glaucoma and myriad neuropsychiatric symptomatology including mood disorders and suicidal ideations. Of note, the adverse reactions noted in the certification trials that had prevalence rates of >1% prevalence and were associated with discontinuation of the medication were visual blurring, headaches, irritability, dizziness, paraesthesiae, insomnia, depression and anxiety.

**Conclusion**

Overall the clinical results of the trials thus far completed for the fixed drug combination of phentermine and topiramate-ER give reason for measured optimism. The degree of weight loss achieved, the percentage of subjects overall achieving this degree of weight loss and it robustness based on the thus far 2 year follow up data suggest that this combination therapy has an important place to occupy in the armamentarium for chronic obesity management.

Beyond the significant improvement in weight, the findings from various trials of associated improvements in relevant surrogates such as blood pressure, glycemic control and burden as well as waist circumference specifically suggest the potential added utility of the agent in cardiovascular risk modification. The results of planned
clinical trials to investigate the effect of the combination on actual atherosclerotic vascular event risks is anticipated as are the results of other planned clinical trials in special populations such as pediatrics as well as for other distinct clinical end points such as obstructive sleep apnea.

The recent experiences with some antidiabetic and antilipidemic agents have made it important to proactively establish the cardiovascular safety on medications used in clinical states associated with insulin resistance and the dysmetabolic syndrome such as type 2 diabetes and complicated obesity. Evidence from clinical trial results of rosiglitazone, torcetrapib and the glitazars have shown that improvements in cardiovascular surrogate measures may not necessarily equate to reduction in actual events hence the importance of awaiting the results of the planned vascular event trials.

It is also important to note that the clinical certification trials of this agent all utilized a rather modest calorie deficit plan whose actual veracity was not robustly investigated. It is conceivable that in the setting of more robust multidisciplinary clinical settings where closer attention is paid to appropriate calorie deficit plans, behavioral modifications and increased physical activity with added formal exercise sessions, the observed clinical benefits may be significantly greater.

While still very early in the clinical history of the product, the side effect profile noted in the certification clinical trials is tolerable and consistent with expectations from the individual component medications. The most commonly noted side effects associated with Qsymia use and which occurred in ~5% of the study population were generally relatively minor and included paraesthesiae, dizziness, insomnia, constipation, dysgeusia and dry mouth. Of these, only paraesthesiae, insomnia and dizziness along with the less common headaches and neuropsychiatric side effects were associated with treatment discontinuation. Careful attention to education of caregivers prescribing this medication regarding potential side effects and contraindications to its use will play a huge role in preventing mishaps akin to some witnessed with other anti-obesity agents in the past. Close surveillance and phase 4 trial data needs careful scrutiny to ensure ongoing safety of use.

The importance of the fixed drug combination of this preparation as regards improved patient compliance, reduced problems with medical insurance plans that numerate number of prescriptions available for coverage and the unique extended release form of topiramate not otherwise available for clinical management of obesity also add to the unique profile.

The success of the phentermine topiramate-ER combination in the clinical therapeutics of obesity could however extend beyond all the aforementioned. It could be a Rubicon event as it would hopefully usher in a new era in obesity pharmacotherapy that emphasizes combination therapy to enhance synergism, improve efficacy, duration of action and yet simultaneously reduce overall side effects. The fact that another fixed drug combination agent; naltrexone sustained release and bupropion sustained release; trade name Contrave is currently undergoing FDA review for use in obesity management (possible approval pending the results of ongoing cardiovascular safety trials) is encouraging and indicative of this evolving trend.
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